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INTRODUCTION

Safety Handle (Optional)

Step Plate Receiver Hitch (Optional)

WARNING

Thank you for purchasing a Stenten’s rear seat.  These instructions apply to both the Steel & 
Aluminum seat kit installations.  You can install the seat with hand tools but power or pneumatic 
tools would increase the speed of installation but be sure to read and understand the manuals 
before using any power tools.  We also have an installation video which you could view to assist 
with the installation.  This video can be found on our YouTube Channel: www.YouTube.com/
Stentens/

If you have additional questions about this seat kit or other products we carry please feel free to 
give us a call at (800)541-8333.

We offer several accessories that work with the Stenten’s 
rear seat.  We offer a Safety U-Handle that is available in 
both steel and aluminum and easily bolts on to the step plate 
of this kit.  This handle allows for additional safety when 
passengers are loading and unloading.

Additionally we carry a rear receiver hitch that bolts to 
the step plate.  This receiver hitch is steel and accepts a 2” 
tongue.
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Be sure to read all instructions before attempting installation.  Check the 
parts received against the parts list on page 4 & 5 and verify that you have 
everything needed before you remove any of the factory equipment from 
your cart.  Always save all removed factory hardware until installation is 
complete.



ITEM CHECK LIST
Please check the parts you received in your kit against this supplied item checklist to verify.

 ● Please inspect all parts before installation.  Verify that you have the correct parts and quantities.  
If any items are missing please call (800) 541-8333.

 ● Please be aware there are slight variations between the Steel and the Aluminum seat kits.  The 
pieces install exactly the same.  On the aluminum seat kits the step plate diamond plate has 
been left natural since this is a wear item.

Seat Back Supports

7 Hardware Packs

Deck Supports Seat Deck

Step Plate

Two seat back Supports used 
to attach the factory seat back 

and new seat backs.

Various nuts, bolts, screws, 
washers and a seat strap.

Two angled supports with a 
hole drilled on the top and on 

the short bend

Hinged deck with plastic 
bottom.

Designed to attach the the cart 
frame and be supported by the 

arm rests.
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ITEM CHECK LIST
Please check the parts you received in your kit against this supplied item checklist to verify.

Arm Rests

Footrest Support

Horizontal Support Top Supports

Seat Back & Bottom

Two identical arms which 
attach to the deck, horizontal 

support and step plate.

Used to provide strength to the 
step plate and reduce flexing.

Bar that attaches to the rear of 
the deck and the arm rests.

Used to support a standard 
top.

A scalloped back and 
rectangular cushion attached 

to marine grade plywood.
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PARTS
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This illustration should be used as a point of reference to familiarize yourself with the part locations 
on the cart.

Seat Deck

Footrest Supports

Seat Back

Arm Rests

Seat Bottom

Step Plate

Top Supports



INSTRUCTIONS
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Remove Factory Sweater Basket

Attach the Bagwell Supports

Begin by removing the factory sweater basket, rear top 
supports, and front seat back.  Save all hardware.  

Use the hardware from Hardware Pack #2 attach the Bagwell 
Supports to the cart and to the Deck.

1.

3.

Club Car Precedent Rear Seat

Attach Deck to Cart

Arm Rests & Horizontal Support

Using the saved factory hardware attach the Deck to the cart.

Attach the Arm Rests and the Horizontal Support to the Deck 
using hardware from Hardware Pack #1 & #4.

2.

4.



INSTRUCTIONS
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Attach Top Supports

Attach the Step Plate & Supports

Attach the Top Supports to the top using the saved factory 
hardware.  Also attach the Top Supports to the Horizontal 
Support and the Deck using the hardware from Hardware 
Pack #1.

Using the hardware from Hardware Pack #5 attach the Step 
Plate and the Foot Rest Supports to the Arm Rests.  Also 
attach the Step Plate to the Bagwell Brackets at this time 
using the hardware from Hardware Pack #3.

5.

7.

Club Car Precedent Rear Seat

Attach the Seat Back Brackets

Factory Seat Back

Attach the Seat Back Brackets to the Horizontal Support 
using the hardware from Hardware Pack #6.

Attach the factory seat back to the Seat Back Brackets using 
saved factory hardware.  We recommend using our optional 
Club Car Precedent Seat Back Cap (#SBC240)

6.

8.



INSTRUCTIONS
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Attach Rear Seat Back

Center & Level

Attach the Rear Seat Back to the Seat Back Brackets using 
the saved factory hardware from Hardware Pack #7.

With all the hardware loosely tightened align the seat to the 
center of the cart and tighten all hardware in place.  Level the 
step plate to the cart and tighten the step plate in place.

9.

11.

Club Car Precedent Rear Seat

Attach Rear Seat Bottom
Attach the Rear Seat Bottom to the Deck using the supplied 
screws from Hardware Pack #8.  Also install the pull strap to 
the bottom of the seat between the Rear Seat Bottom and 
the Deck at this time.

Thank You
for your

Purchase!

10.
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